
WILD ANIMALS IN PUBLIC ZOOS DO MORE HARM THAN GOOD

Free Essay: Zoos are public parks that claim to display animals for the purpose of species; but in reality Zoos area
actually doing more harm than good. are more likely to suffer from illness or injury as opposed to those who live in the
wild, .

The existence of surplus zoo animals perpetuates canned hunting ranches , which facilitate wealthy clients
shooting drugged animals and having them stuffed as trophies. I believe zoos are ethical; however, changes
need to be made to eliminate problems I have discovered. Even though zoos enclosures are improving, David
Hancocks argues that, he is a zoos consultant and former zoo director zoos still give the animals enough space.
While some people argue that zoos play an important role in conservation and research, others counter that
they do more harm than good. While some people argue that zoos play an important role in conservation and
research, others counter that they do more harm than good. In this argumentative essay, I will be arguing the
ethics of zoos and certain problems that need to be addressed that people are not aware of Maggie was inside
because the zookeepers could not keep the optimal temperatures outside. Zoe Rosenberger holds a B.
However, while these smiles may seem like an accurate representation of the zoo, some people may see
something different; a view of animals alone and cold in an environment unknown and foreign. Zoos exploit
captive animals by causing them more harm than good. However, in some cases, they are killed. My sources
say no, yet many zoos continue to imply that their exhibits exist to contribute to conservation in these regions.
Thus, restricting their movements by keeping them in the confines of a zoo is unnatural. Boycotting zoos, and
other exhibits that display captive animals is a powerful way to stand up to a system more concerned with
profits than the animals under their care. It would also give zoos more leverage to promote other attractions
that are not mired in the same ethical debates , such as species that are local to the region of the zoo, or
computer simulations and robotics. A study from researchers at the University of Exeter in the U. Including
the , the U. Most children visit zoos for entertainment, while some focus on education. To fill their exhibits,
zoos either breed animals or remove them from the wild. If a species is unfortunately unable to survive in the
wild, either because of poaching or the destruction of habitats, are we really giving individuals of the species a
fair chance at survival in captivity? Some would agree that zoos are not just for our entertainment but for our
education. It flows between professional and sometimes illegal wildlife traders and the coffers of governments
along the way. Although it has been found that self-harm predominantly affect vulnerable adolescence the
reasons for doing so cannot not always be generalised Hawton et al,  Moreover, captive breeding can help
raise the number of endangered wild animals. Some zoos have breeding programs that help restore threatened
species like pandas. The Internet is such an important place; it builds bridges to other countries and people but
also destroys people's lives. Oniell Back in the day parents taught their children to treat other people with
respect. If everybody could just go a day without being rude to one another, just think how much more
humanity would accomplish. Thus causing the animals to stress, and another stressor is humans being loud,
and little kids running around. Share This. Also, visitors tend to abuse animals by throwing objects at them;
this irresponsible behavior has a negative effect on animals. Wild animals are, in a way, connected to their
natural surroundings and this bond is broken when they are put into artificial settings of a zoo. So if we did ask
local communities for their opinions on what to do about these issues, we might be surprised by their
suggestions. The reasons behind keeping animals in captivity are associated with educational needs, research,
recreation and conservation. The people majorly argue that the animals have no freedom by being trapped in
cages. Because in a sense, we are playing God by keeping wild animals captive and forcing them to reproduce,
in the hope that our children will be able to see them alive, in-person. Captive animals do not exhibit their
natural behavioral traits in zoos, therefore, studying a zoo animal won't reveal much its natural living style.
My own views have been swayed and now reflect Mr. Many human cultures understand that people and
wildlife share the same spaces, and therefore need to cohabit in order to survive.


